Exploring SRE Differences Across Companies

USENIX-SREcon workspace slack signup: https://usenix.org/srecon/slack

Channel: #sre_across_companies

Moderator: Kurt Andersen (@drkurta)
Discussion/Contribution Rules

1. This is an exploratory discussion

2. No blame-casting, shaming, or otherwise denigrating any person or any organization!

3. We are seeking understanding, not judgement
Discussion Notes

Community Contribution welcome!

• Slack:
  
  #sre_across_companies

• Google doc:
  
Please describe for SRE individuals, teams, or org-wide:

1. Where does SRE connect into the exec hierarchy?
2. Who defines reliability targets?
3. How do you (SRE) decide what to work on?
4. How do you engage with feature teams regarding planning future work?
5. What sorts of things would be "not SRE work" at your company? Who *would* own those things? Why (if you know)?
6. By whom and how does toil impact get controlled?
7. What is “success” for your SRE team?